Flexibility in tobacco mosaic virus.
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) particles are rod-like, 300 nm long and 18 nm in diameter. TMV consists of 2140 protein subunits, each with a relative molecular mass of 17420 (158 residues), arranged on a helix of pitch 2.3 nm with 16 1/3 subunits per turn. Winding through this helix is a single strand of RNA 6400 nucleotides long. Three bases are bound to each protein subunit. TMV has a central hole of diameter 4.0 nm. Assembly of TMV occurs by the threading of the RNA through the central hole of the growing rodlet of viral coat protein and involves a preassembled double disk as intermediate. Given the structure of the subunit, such a mechanism requires that the segment of polypeptide chain which separates the nucleic acid binding site from the lumen of the cylinder should be able to move out of the way during the assembly process. Evidence from diffraction studies and from proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy points to a segment of about 20 amino acid residues being very flexible in the disk. In the helical virus these residues take on a well-defined conformation which completely shields the nucleic acid from the central channel.